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1. Introduction

Character segmentation is to partition word images into isolated and complete characters, which in turn serve as input to a character recognizer. Segmentation procedures are more heuristic in nature than recognition procedures.

Character segmentation is fundamental and critical to character recognition, since character recognition relies on isolated characters and incorrectly segmented characters seldom are correctly recognized. Touching characters are responsible for the majority of errors in the machine-printed character recognition, since touching characters make it difficult to extract the exact set of features needed for the identification. Imperfect segmentation between adjacent characters accounts for the majority of misclassifications. More than half of all recognition errors come from touching characters.

As long as characters are correctly segmented, the degradation of individual characters does not significantly affect the overall system performance. If recognition is unacceptable, generally it is because characters were difficult to segment [1].

Some touching characters cannot be segmented unless the individual characters are first recognized. However, classification algorithms generally require an isolated
character input. In other words, proper character segmentation requires prior knowledge of which pattern forms a meaningful unit. This means that, although character recognition requires character segmentation as a previous step, character segmentation itself requires a character recognition capability [2].

The above statements might have the relation of "chicken and egg" but it is necessary to attack both of these problems simultaneously. Without understanding the symbols, there are no good criteria to avoid errors of segmentation. The segmentation of touching characters in a variable pitch font is one of the major remaining technical problems in OCR systems.

This paper defines two character segmentation costs, which are a cutting cost and a tangent cost. These costs find an optimal segmenting path to segment touching characters. These costs can find an optimal segmenting path to segment touching characters and improve the performance of character segmentation.

2. Segmentation cost

2.1 Cutting cost

The width of a character in touching characters changes slightly according to a binarization threshold, a size normalization algorithm, and random noises. A cutting cost is defined to solve the problem.

The cutting cost is "how many black pixels should be apart in order to segment a pattern."

The width of a candidate character gives only a reference line to segment. A few neighboring columns of the reference line gives a possible cutting area. The cutting cost decides the best segmentation line in the area.

Figure 1. Cutting cost: the line ① has 22, the line ② has 21, and the line ③ and the line ④ have 3.

Figure 1 illustrates cutting costs in the segmentation. In Figure 1, the candidate 'x' gives 16 widths for the segmentation position, the line ②. This segmentation is incorrect.

However, if we consider the cutting cost, the segmentation will be correct.

That is, the reference line ② gives the neighborhood from the line ① to the line ④, and every cutting cost in the neighborhood, including the reference line, is calculated.

For example, the cutting cost of the line ③ and of the line ④ is 3 while the cutting cost of the reference line is 21.

The segmentation line should have the minimum cutting cost and be the nearest to the reference line. Therefore, the line ③ is selected in this example.
2.2 Tangent cost

In Figure 2, the reference line ① and the line ② have the same cutting cost of 4. Since the reference line itself is the nearest to the reference line - the closest to the width of a prototype, the reference line ① is chosen to segment.

Figure 2. Tangent cost: the line ① has 2 and the line ② has 4.

In that case, the segmented character 'o' includes the part of character 'c' since it has been segmented improperly.

However, if we introduce the concept of a tangent line, this problem will be solved with ease. A tangent line is mathematically defined as a straight line touching a curve. In this research, it is defined as a boundary line between black pixels and white pixels.

A tangent cost is defined as "how many black and white pixels a line passes by consecutively".

The tangent cost makes it possible to find a tangent line in touching characters. The line ① has 2 consecutive pixels between black and white, and the line ② has 4 consecutive pixels. The line ② that has a greater tangent cost is selected as the segment line.

3. Conclusion

This paper presented a new character segmentation method that used two character segmentation costs, which are a cutting cost and a tangent cost. The cutting cost is defined as how many black pixels should be apart. The tangent cost is defined as how many black and white pixels a line passes by consecutively.

The cutting cost is finding the minimum cost to cut black pixels, and the tangent cost is looking for the maximum cost to cut black and white pixels.

Back to the Figure 1, we can see that the line ③ has the minimum cutting cost and also has the maximum tangent cost.

With these two segmentation costs, character segmentation can find an optimal segmenting path to segment touching characters and improve the performance of character segmentation.
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